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PARTICLE PHYSICS AT LAMPF

by

Michael Martin Nieto

ABSTRACT

We will discuss the theoretical basis of the interest
elementary particle physicists have in certain experiments that
could be done at LAMPF. These experiments include strong inter-
action processes (irN elastic scattering to obtain the 2-term
and irN, TTTT, and NN scattering length measurements), electro-
magnetic interactions (measuring the IT form factor and testing
muon QED), weak processes (weak TT decays, tests of lepton con-
servation, and neutrino scattering), as well as some polarization
experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Before I begin my talk there are two comments I

would like to make about it. The first is that the

type of experiments that I will be talking about are

experiments that you might consider important from a

theorist's point of view. I put in a boundary con-

dition that they are in principle quite feasible to

do at LAMPF; you know, not something totally impos-

sible. But after that I will be talking about what

is of interest to a theorist, so the set of experi-

ments might be different than for instance what the

program advisory committee would choose. The ex-

periments that I will talk about range from some

that I know are first in line and ready to go to

some that have been deferred, shall we say. But

they all are of interest to a theorist.

Second, as you all know, LAMPF is a machine

which is of importance both to nuclear physics and

also to elementary particle physics. On.; of the

problems which has occurred in the last ten to fif-

teen years is that these two fields have diverged,

at least in the minds of the people who belong to

them. Part of that is due to the fact that particle

physicists have developed their own jargon, and the

jargon can become incomprehensible to people who

haven't used it. But I am operating on the philoso-

phy that physics is physics and all you need is

somebody to translate; i.e., if in 1927 somebody had

taken Rayleigh's papers on sound and changed the

notation we would have an English textbook in quan-

tum mechanics without having to '.rait for Schiff.

OK? Physics is physics, that is the idea.

You can see from the outline below that I have

divided the experiments I am going to talk about in-

to essentially three groups: strong interactions,

electrodynamics, and weak interactions, adding a few

comments on polarization experiments at the end.

II. Strong Interactions

a) ITN elastic scattering and the I-term

b) Tnr and irN scattering lengths

c) NN scattering lengths

III. Electromagnetic Interactions

a) Pion electromagnetic form factor

b) Muon QED from muonium

IV. Weak Interactions

a) Current-current theory of weak

interactions

b) IT -*• t. v decays am! universality

c) TT •+ T e v decays, CVC, and the

Cabibbo angle

d) I.epton conservation and neutral cur-

rents

V. Few comments on polarization experiments

VI. Conclusion and acknowledgements



VII. References

VIII. Discussion and Figures

You will notice that I have started using the

jargon already, like the E-term, universality, the

conserved vector current (CVC), and the Cabibbo an-

gle. Further, as each of the transparencies comes

on the screen you'll notice that there is more jar-

gon on them. However, I ask you not to turn off

until you have given me a chance. Hopefully I'm go-

ing to be able to show you that the jargon is just

what you were taught in quantum mechanics and nu-

clear physics, only I've changed the name and maybe

added an index or two.

Can I have the next transparency?

If = < IT | V | K > (2)
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II. STRONG INTERACTIONS

a) TTN Elastic Scattering and the S-term*

Taking a quick glance at Figs. 1 and 2 and Eqs.

(2) - (1 I below, it looks bad, doesn't it? Let's

see it' we can do something about it.

In Figs. 1 and 2 I have given the combinations

of eight mesons and eight baryons in the octet rep-

resentation of the group SU(3) that particle phys-

icists have been talking about the last few years.

Now, in case you didn't know it, isotopic spin is

ths group theorists call SU(2). That is a sub-

group of SU(3), and in particular it goes along the

x direction in Figs. 1 and 2. For example,

IT - IT - I T " in Fig. 1 or p-n ir Fig. 2. To

generalize to SU(3) all I've done is to add anoth-

er direction, the y-axis, which corresponds to the

quantum number strangeness (S) or hypercharge

(Y), where

S + B (1)

and B is the baryon number.

You people are used to playing with isotopic

spin operators (T , T , T ), or at least you've
x y z

heard about them. Well, from now on when I write

down an SU(3) operator, just pretend that I'm

really writing down an isotopic spin SU(2) operator

and forget about that other index. Then it's the

same thing and you can follow the physics.

Now, there exist decays like K •+ TTev , that's

a K meson goes to a TT meson. The piece of the

matrix element that corresponds to K goes to TT

is written as

and is transmitted by what people call the vector

current, V . Well this vector current is con-
A

sidered to transform like these generalized isotopic

spin operators; i.e., V, is also an operator in

SU(3) space. This is a generalization of how one

would connect TT to TT by the isotopic spin

lowering operator T ,

=<TT°|T>+> = X - iTy|TT+) (3)

Then people complicate it. You've probably

heard about something called PCAC, the "partially

conserved axial vector current" (another piece of

jargon). What that says is that as the pi meson

can decay into something like an electron and a

neutrino, the meson disappears. The pion is a

pseudoscalar, so the only way you can get rid of

that is by another pseudoscalar to make a scalar.

That pseudoscalar is the derivative of the axial

vector current, (A, )• In other words, the 4-deriva-

tive of the axial vector is not equal to zero, it is

equal to the meson field,

where f̂  is the pion decay constant, (j is the

pion mass, and * the meson field.

Therefore, the piece of the matrix element giv-

ing the pion going to the vacuum in TT -* Z v decay

can be written as

(5)

where you say that the axial vector current also be-

haves like a group of SU(3) operators. The V and
A

A, have commutation relations among themselves,

these commutation relations being what is called

current algebra and these two sets of SU(3) opera-

tors combined being what is called SU(3) * SU(3).

That essentially is what there is to current

algebra, SU(3) x SU(3) PCAC, and all the rest of

the junk. Basically it Is the same thing you have

been playing with from the beginning, isospin. It

is only that the particle physicists have added an

index, done it twice, and put in some new names.



Now, Gell-Mann thinks that perhaps

SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry breaking is described by

,.00
ug (6)

where I is an SU(3) x SU(3) symmetric opera-

tor, u Q and u g are the symmetry breaking opera-

tors, and c is a constant to be determined.

Gell-Mann has a good track record, so let's see

where Eq. (6) leads us.

There is an analogy to Eq. (6). In nuclear

physics we say that there is charge independence of

nuclear forces, at least to first approximation.

In Eq. (6) that would correspond to the I term.

In nuclear physics you then go on to say that the

symmetry is broken by x ; that is, the proton has

a charge and the neutron does not. Well, the u

and Ug play the same role as T in nuclear phys-

ics. Again it is the same idea only for our case of

SU(3) there are two operators and I've added one new

index.

To test Gell-Mann's Eq. (6) I have to measir e

the symmetry breaking operators u. and cu o.

That's like measuring T , only you have to measure

two of them and the constant, c.

I can measure cu_ between baryon states by

what is a Wigner-Eckart type theorem. The result

is that

<B'|cu 8|B> B8 V
(7)

where the M's are the masses of the baryons, and

the d's and f's are the SU(3) structure con-

stant or coupling coefficients. These d's and

f's are the SU(3) generalizations of the £„.

(you know, + 1 or - 1) structure constants for

isospin. Just grab onto isotopic spin and follow

me down the line. When I put in the values of the

masses and of the d and f SU(3) coupling coeffi-

cients (the analogues of £,.,), it turns out that

for nucleons Eq. (7) is equal to

<N|cug|N > - - 209 MeV (8)

Next you use this current algebra and this

PCAC and you play funny games with them. You know,

you take the operators and you commute them. If

you've ever commuted angular momentum operators in

quantum mechanics you get the basic idea. What hap-

pens is that people relate the nucleon matrix ele-

ment of the sigma operator (something I'll come back

to) to a combination of uQ, ug, and c:

<y2fir(t) N | O | N > E j/

(9)

Eq. (9) defines the "S-term" as a function of

t = (momentum transfer-squared).

The next step is to get a value for c.

Gell-Mann, Oaks, and Renner obtain

- 1.25 (10)

from fitting all this formalism to the masses of the

octet of mesons in Fig. 1.

Finally (now here is where the physics is

starting to come in) it turns out that you can relate

the elastic TTN scattering amplitude evaluated at

the point [t = 2\i*, total center of mass energy

squared = s = M ] to the s gma term:

t=2y ,s=M ) = -ji- £(t=2y ) . (11)

Why do I get this? You might see the idea by

noting that from Eq. (9) the r.h.s. of Eq. (11) has

only a nucleon in the initial and final states,

whereas the l.h.s. has a nucleon and a pion. I get

rid of those pions by making them equal to deriva-

tives of axial vector currents and I commute these

axial vector currents to get the scalar a operator.

Basically that's the idea of the "Z-term."

Let's review what I am saying. I am saying,

from Eqa. (9) - (11) that

2 2 U2 2F (2p ,M ) « |- Z(2u ) a 2 )
IT p TT

From the above I know the m&trix element of u,, and
o

I want the matrix element of uQ.the value of

I can do this either by theoretically making a mod-

el for E(t), or by actually "measuring"
2 2

F_+ (2u ,M ). Various models have given numbers for

Z(t) of



{20, 40, 60, 99} MeV (models) , (13)

but these models are really just a substitute for

measuring F . , which would be the real test of

the Gell-Mann idea.

Before going on, note that I am talking about

F + at the unphysical point t = 2\1 , s = M .

(Isn't this just like a theorist to ask an experi-

mentalist to go out and measure something in the un-

physical region?) Take a look at Fig. 3. The

shaded regions define the physical s-channel we are

interested in, and also the t-channel (which is

Tnr •*• NN scattering), and the crossed u-channel.

The boundary curves are given by

- s + 2012 + V2) + (M2 - ]?)/s (14)

For the s-channel, the forward direction is the s-

axis, and the backward direction is the curve of

Eq. (14) with threshold at s = (M + ]X)2. [In Fig. 3

I have plotted things with V = M/2 so that the

curves are not too crowded.]

Now in asking for F . (2y , M ) , theorists

aren't just being ornery. It turns out that it is

at this point that two terms cancel in F + (t,s)

which are of the order of the strong coupling con-

stant. Further, correction terms of the size of the

r.h.s. of Eq. (11) also cancel at t = 2U , s = M*.

Therefore, it is only at this point that the theo-

rists can give any sort of prediction. That leaves

it to people to try to extrapolate the data from the

physical region of the s-channel up to the line

t = ZV in Fig. 3, and ther to further extrapolate

along this line to the point t = 2 y Z , s = M . I

want the amplitude at that point, or rather

Gell-Mann does, and Dashen does, and all the boys

do.

The problem is how do you actually extrapolate
2

the data from the physical s-channel over to t » 2p,

s - VT1 Different experiments cover different ener-

gy regions with different types of errors, and the

errors on the imaginary and real parts are different.

How do you do it? Hell, generally speaking, people

have just sort of waved their hands, combined the

experiments together, and roughly extrapolated up.

Answers like

» XTT L (15)

-6[(60±30) to (100±10)] MeV (rough extrapolation)

were obtained.

Recently, however, Cutkosky showed that there

is actually an analytic theory of error extrapola-

tion. This complicated analytic theory, which is

very beautiful but very involved mathematically

(you'd almost think a Russian did it), tells you

how to extrapolate your data. Shih and Shepard

have done such an extrapolation for this problem,

and they find that given the present data,

(- 45 ± 140) MeV . (16)

You're not going to test nothing with that!

What do you need?

Well, the answer is a function of all of the

data in the physical s-channel region. But it turns

out that most of the error in Eq. (16) is due to the

errors which now exist in the ir p elastic scatter-

ing data in the low energy region. Jf_ that (the

error, that is) could be reduced by an order of mag"

nitude, then the error in Eq. (16) could be reduced

to something on the order of 20 - 30%. That is to

say, the number in Eq. (16) would be a number with

20 - 30% error.

Therefore, to get the E-term out and to test

Gell-Mann's thesis (and in general these days it is

good to test a Gell-Mann thesis) one needs good,

precise, low energy, IT p elastic scattering data.

There is a proposal to do that here at LAMPF; it is

accepted; it's on line. Hopefully it'll answer this

question. Many people in particle phytics would be

very happy with that data.

b) mr and TTN Scattering Lengths

I've mentioned current algebra, I've mentioned

PCAC, now I'm going to mention a new piece of jargon,

"soft pions." What does that mean? Well, often

when you try to do real PCAC current algebra cal-

culations, with the honest energy-momentum conserva-

tion relation

(E2 - (17)

it turns out to be hard. However, if one ignores

the pion mass and sets the four-momentum-squared of



the pion equal to zero (this defines a "soft pion"),

(E2 - p^) = 0 , (18)

then the calculations are simpler, or at least

Weinberg could do the calculations more simply.
o

Using this soft pion technique, Weinberg was

able to calculate the Tnr and UN scattering

lengths. The results are in terms of a quantity L,

given by

L = Uf.,2/8TT = 0.09 li"1 (experimental f J

\2 (19)

0.11 JJ (theoretical f )
TT

The second line of Eq. (19) is from the Goldberger-

Treiman relation, which theoretically relates f

to g1ItjIH (the strong pion-nucleon coupling constant)

and the vector and axial vector weak coupling con-

stants G, and G, . Since there is not exact ex-

V A

perimental equality between these two lines, I have

listed both numbers. I am using the "experimental"

value 0.0? p . So, you can raise all the theory

nunbers in this section by 20% if you like the

"theory" number for f better than the "experi-

ment" number for f (as many people do, actually).

Well,playing with and commuting these "general-

ized isotopic spin operators," and using soft pions

(all the fun and games), Weinberg calculated the

following TTN and TTTT isospin (T) scattering

lengths aT:

TTN scattering lengths (Weinberg)

2L

1 / 2 (1 + U/M)
0.16

a, ,„
(1 + U/M)

0.08

2a 3 / 2 = 0 .

TTTT scattering lengths (Weinberg)

aQ = T L = 0.16

a2 = - y L = 0.045 if
1 .

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

Notice that what is called a in Eq. (22) is equal

to zero.

Now, before I go on, I mention that McDonald,
9

Rosen, and Kuo have pointed out that, you know,

you really can't say that the world has soft pions.

Pions really are hard pions. Using hard pion cor-

rections and general symmetry considerations in-

volving SU(3) invariance and parity, they were able

to make different predictions for a. and a of:

Tnr scattering lengths (McDonald. Posen, and Kuo)

an = ̂  L = 0.25 if1 (25)

a 2 = 0 . (26)

Well, as long as no one could really measure

these things there was no problem. But it turns

out that people are now beginning to measure them

honestly; in particular in K decay. That's a

K meson goes to IT TT e V. The pions are the only

two strongly interacting particles in the final

states and the rest of the theory I know very well.

Therefore I can relate the K , amplitude to the

isotopic spin zero phase shift 6_ minus the p-wave

phase shift 6, Further, in this TTTT energy
1

region, 8, is small.

As mentioned, these experiments are just start-

ing to be done with any sort of precision.
12

Zylbersztejn, Basile, e* al. got

a Q = (0.60 ± 0.25) \i
-1 (27)

Big errors in Eq. (27), but it is much larger than

Eq. (23). Recently, the Penn group, including

Mann and McFarlane, got this:

> - (0.22 ± 0.06) radians (28)

They are still analyzing their data to extract the

scattering length from the phase shift: in Eq. (28).

I have roughly calculated this number from Eq. (28):

aQ - (0.35 ± 0.10) U
-1

(29)

MacFarlane tells me that this number is not too l:ar

off, but remember they arts still analyzing thsir

data.

Let's talk about aQ for tlie time being.

Weinberg says from Eq. (23) (.hat if is supposed to



be [0.16 y~ ]. OK, that's only two stand'ard devia-

tions away from the result In Eq. (29) and you wave

your hands. But you know, it's bothersome. It ap-

pears to say that there is a problem. If it turns

out that the error reduces, and aQ in really

~ 0.35 u~ , then Weinberg's whole list of Eqs. (20)

- (24) is suspect, and particle physicists would

want someone to go out and measure all of them.

In principle there are a number of ways in which

you can measure these numbers. TT p elastic scatter-

ing measures a^/2' ^ "* e l a s t * c scattering mea-

sures [2 &H2 + a3/2^- ir~d elastic scattering exact-

ly measures this a = (a,,? + 2a_,,), which Weinberg

says should be equal to zero. TTd scattering also

gives aome information on the p waves and S^/i •

The data which exist on a*,? a n d aj/2 s u p~

posedly yield numbers that are as good as 10%, but

everybody's 10% is at a different place on the ex-

perimental map. TT~p and ir~d experiments are on

line to try to measure a... and a2/o t o a Per~

ceni or two. These experiments are supposed to go.

They are important.

TTM •» TTTTN. OK, vhat about these experiments?

These experiments measure combinations of an and a,.
14

Olason and Turner have extrapolated data from

various processes to get

aQ = (0.24 ± O.OS)^"
1 . (30)

You notice that Eq. (30) agrees with the second

theory of Eq. (25). but not with Weinberg's Eq.

(23). But we just told you that all these extra-

polations are in doubt. So, you know, let's try to

really measure things well.

One experiment is to try TT p -*• TT TT n. The

matrix element is proportional to

Tr~iT+n) [- 0.15y - 3.5 (2aQ +

(soft pion) (31)

Y = [fTr(experiment)/fir(theory)]

Therefore, here we are measuring a combination of

a_ and a, . Further, if this experiment were gener-

alized to TT p * TI TT p, then you could measure a^

separately, since

<MiT+p •+Tr+TT+n) ot [0.3y + 20.8a ] (soft pion) .
1 (32)

Processes (31) and (32) would than give you both a-

and a,,.

The TT p -*• 7T TT n experiment is proposed be-

cause you only need a single arm spectrometer to

get the TT . whereas you have to get both IT'S in

Tf p •• TT TT p. But still it uould be awfully nice if

in addition to TT p •* TT IT n going, TT p •* TT TT n

would also go. That is, if everything I have men-

tioned so far went, then you'd be measuring every

phase shift. In other words, you'd be testing every

prediction of Weinberg.

ABC Effect. Finally, I mention that there is

what is known as the ABC (Abashian, Booth, and

Crowe) effect. [Maybe I should let him (Crowe)

talk about it.]

What happens is that people are getting a peak-

ing in the reaction

p + d + M 0,1 (3 3)

around a Mn missing mass of 310 MeV. However, in

d->-3H + M + , T (34)

the peaking is not found. The experiments have been

repeated and the results have been corroberated, and

so people are guessing that there might be a large

T = 0 scattering or resonance around this energy.

It would be nice to check that, since obviously this

is related to the entire scattering length problem.

c) NN Scattering Lengths

This has nothing to do with PCAC or anything,

it is good old fashioned nuclear scattering lengths.

But since I am talking about scattering lengths, why

not talk about them? The isotopic spin one scatter-

ing lengths (b^ for pp, and np and nn are sort of

reasonably well known. Listed along with np bQ

they are

pp:

np:

bj = - 17.1 Fermi

= + 5.378 Fermi

= = (23.714 ± 0.028) Fermi

bl = - (16.4 ± 1.9) Fermi ,

(35)

(36)

(37)

[For the pp scattering length you have to start

from - 7.3 Fermi and take out the coulomb contribu-

tion. ]



People are reasonably happy with these things

now, except Henley and Keliher are not happy with

Eq. (3 7). Why aren't they happy with that? Well,

because they li»-j developed a particle mediated

nuclear force which has allowed them to explain

the different binding energies of the mirror nu-

clei He]ium-3 and Hydrogen-3. (And you know, after

Hydrogan-2, that's the first problem.) Further, the
3 3

same nuclear force which takes care of the He - H

binding energy difference predicts that

nn: b (Henley-Kellher) = - 17.9 Fermi . (38)

(Like I said, an experiment just has to be "feasi-

ble.")

To conclude this section, what I am saying is

that the low energy data that you can get out of

this machine can be of great importance to particle

physics, independent of its importance to nuclear

physics, which the next two speakers will talk

about. Specifically, you can settle an awful lot of

questions. You can throw an awful lot of papers in-

to the trash heap, and you can start an awful lot of

theoretical students on their theses—whether that

is good or bad is another question.

That is, Henley and Keliher predict the nn scatter-

ing length is more negative than the pp scattering

length, not less negative.

Well, obviously you want to measure various

combinations of these scattering lengths in Eqs.

(35) - (37). Of course I quickly mention np

elastic scattering would be good. Eut how about try-

ing to measure b.(nn)? There are about three ways

you could try it.

The first is

np •*• nniT (39)

assuming you could separate the IT . In other words,

pick that energy region where the ir has a large

momentum ai.d the two n's sort of cluster together as

they come out. Hopefully you could then extract the

nn scattering length from the TT final state in-

teractions. In principle it can be done, but it's

rough. You are not really sure you can actually do

it.

Most of the experiments which have tried to

measure b.(nn) use

TT d -* nn-y (40)

The advantage is that the two neutrons are the only

two strongly interacting final states. But there

turn out to be certain experimental problems, I

gather.

What would be really nice, since you have pions

and muons all over the place at LAMPF, would be to

try

|j d •• nnv . (41)

III. ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS

a) Pion Electromagnetic Form Factor

Let's go to electromagnetic interactions that

can be studied here at LAMPF. In particular, let's

start with the pion form factor. As of right now,

there are two main ways the pion form factor has

been studied. One is by positron-electron colliding

beams. Essentially e e goes to gamma goes to

it IT" as shown in Fig. 4. The solid disk is what

you are trying to measure, the pion form factor.

The data I show now, as well as that I will

come to in a second, is taken from the 1971 Cornell
18Conference on photon and electron interactions.

You notice that the data in Fig. 5 is in the high
19energy region, and the error is large. In this

high energy region you expect the data to be domi-

nated by the p meson; i.e., photon •+ p meson, p

meson decays into TT Tr . This data doesn't look

like that and some people are worried. However,

lower energy e e data shown in Fig. 6 can be

fitted to a p-u> double resonance.

But you see, e e -»• IT IT obviously cannot

measure anything at an energy lower than the rest

mass of the two pions. And what we want most of all

is the pion form factor as the energy goes to zero,

you know, F (0). How can you do that?

A possible way is to do electroproduction;

e p -*• emr (42)

Now this is complicated, theoretically. Why is it

complicated? Well, take a look at the nice little

diagrams in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7a the electron comes

in and the proton comes in. They exchange a photon



(that is just coulomb scattering), but then the pro-

ton goes out and ejects a TT . That is a strong in-

teraction which tells me nothing and just gets in

the way. The same thing would happen with Fig. 7c

if you believe the neutron has a form factor. You

can probably ignore Fig. 7c but really, it's there.

In Fig. 7d the proton turns into an N that decays

strongly. [The N is the T = S = 3/2 first

resonance at 1238 MeV.] finally, in Fig. 7b we

get what we want. A photon goes and emits a TT IT"

pair, the IT being absorbed by the proton. It is

the yTT ir vertex which yields the form factor.

So, we have this problem. We want to measure

the solid circle vertex in Fig. 7b, but we've got

to get rid of all the other junk [Figs. 7a,c,d].

Can one do it? Well, you read the literature and

serious doubts exist. Among other things there are
21

questions involving what kinds of interactions you

use for the TTNN vertex and ambiguities in momentum

transfer factors. So, you sort of hope you can
23

extract the form factor from the data and you get

Fig. 8. About all that can be said with certainty

is that it is not G , the proton electric form

factor, but it looks like it might be F^ or F ,

I mean it is consistent with them.

The charge radius obtained from Fig. 8 (now

this is interesting) is about

< rw > - (0.6 - 0.7) Fermi. (4 3)

[The charge radius is related to the slope of
2 2

F^fq ) at q = 0. ]

In other words, it looks like the pion is

"smaller" than the proton. But with this sort of

data?

What could you do at LAMPF?

Hull, you might have learned that in Feynman

diagramii like those in Fig. 7 you can change the

time direction anyway you want, just by twisting

some legs. Let's twist some legs. Wherever there

is a I take it down to the bottom (making it an

incoming TT ), and send all the incoming e's at

the bottom up to the top (making them outgoing e 's).

Everything else stays the same. It's a problem in

topology. For example. Fig. 7b becomes Fig. 9, and

you see we are looking at

+
TT p •+ n e e

(44)

That is what you could do here.

You have the same kinds of ambiguities as in

electroproduction [from the crossed diagrams of

Fig. 7], so this process is not going to clear up

everything. But I think one can argue that given

the total uncertainty of the whole mess, it would

be nice to have data which compliments the electro-

production data. Since process (44) is at a dif-

ferent s-t region than electroproduction, you can

get that here, and you can probably do it better

than anybody else can do it. That is why I feel

this should be considered an important experiment—

again from a theorist's point of view. I don't want

to start any fights with the program advisory com-

mittee.

b) Muon QED from Muonium

This has to do with the hyperfine structure of

muonium. In Eqs. (45) - (46) I have written down

the part of the muonium Hamiltonian which involves

the interaction of the total angular momentum of

the electron J , the muon spin S , the magnetic

moments of the electron V and muon V , and an

external magnetic field, H:

(45)

(46)

Ve ( B )

(Av) is called the hyperfine structure splitting.

If you believe QED, it is a known function. It's

really known. From the above you see it involves

only the magnetic moment of the muon, the electron

and muon masses, and a known function f of
2

a = e /lie , and m /m

Now, I'm going to ask a question. Is the muon

the same type of lepton as an electron (only it's

just got a bigger mass)? One of the ways you can

test this is with weak interactions and another way

is with electromagnetic interactions, cause those

are the only interactions they've got. For now

we'll concentrate on QED (and return to weak inter-

actions later).



Is ths QED of muons the same as the QED of

electrons? If the answer is yes, then in Eqs. (45)-

(46) I have a self-consistency condition between

$ v ) , the ratio m /m , the fine structure constant

a , and the ratio of the magnetic moments (really

muon to proton). Fart of this is clearer by noting

from Eq. (46) that

(47)

The "g factors" g and g experimentally agree

with QED predictions to a fraction of a part per

million.

In Table I below we list the current values of

these quantities and the experimental accuracy in
24

parts per million. We also give the accuracy that

is hoped for by a proposal to measure these muoniun

quantities in the stopped muon channel. (The ratio

of masses is obtained given an improved value of 3

from, say, the Josephson effect.)

Quantity

Ay =

e

oT1-
py
vv

4,463.325 Mhz

206.768 8

137.036 02

3.183 347

TABLE I

Accuracy

2

13

1.

2.

5

8

Possible
Accuracy

0.2

1 (given a )

0.5

1

Now I remind you, let's be honest. QED is our

only real theory. Nuclear physics-particle physics-

weak interactions: if you get 57. accuracy you jump

up and down at the APS meeting. QED is good to the

experimental accuracy of parts per million. So,

the question of testing the equivalence of muons vs.

electrons as leptons is important. I.e., if some-

thing is going wrong with QED for muons, this could

test it. I'll come back to this again for weak in-

teractions in about five minutes or so. Let me drop

it for the time being.

IV. WEAK INTERACTIONS25

a) Current-Current Theory of Weak Interactions

OK, let's go on to weak interactions. I'm

going to start by giving you some more jargon, the

current-current theory of weak interactions.

Let me make an analogy to electromagnetic scat-

tering. Everybody knows about e scatters off of

p, right? A photon goes in between, as shown in

the Feynman diagram in Fig. 10. Hell, if I'm fancy

and pretend I'm taking a graduate course in quantum

mechanics I write the interaction down this way:

to - -

= - e Jy [propagator

(48)

(49)

This over here is the lepton current, the charged

current of the electron. We see that the first

parentheses in Eq. (48) contain the electron elec-

tromagnetic current and the second the hadron

current. These two currents are intermediated by

the photon in Fig. 10, which is represented by the

propagator.

If I was going to have proton-proton electro-

magnetic scattering, it would be the hadron current

off of the hadron current. Electron-electron scat-

tering would be the electron current off of the

electron current. In other words, if I just write

the entire electromagnetic current as the lepton

current plus the hadron current,

\ - V + V • (50)

I have a current-current description of the elec-

tromagnetic interaction of leptons and hadrons.

That's what formally happens in the Cabibbo

current-current theory of weak interactions. That's

what they say it's like (with a couple of changes).

First, the current is formally the same, it's

the sum of the lepton current and the hadron cur-

rent:

JM " iv
l * j p " • (51)

However, instead of having only a vector coupling,

it's a vector coupling plus an axial vector coupling.

You know, Gell-Mann and Feynman, V-A, that's all it

means:

+ v (V-A) (52)

The propagator? Well you see QED is a real

theory, and so you say it's a photon propagator chat

goes in Eq. (49) or Fig. 10. Weak interactions,

though, is not a real theory yet. What happens is

9



that you admit that you don't know what it is, so

you put in a general coupling constant that takes

the place of (- e), (+ e), and the propagator.

Well, with that this coupling constant has to

have units of inverse-mass-squared. It is most

precisely measured by observing the muon decay rate

and turns out to be

and this connection was found by Cabibbo. He

pointed out that if SU(3) decays amounted to a

rotation of an angle 6 (the "Cabibbo angle") in

SU(3) space, then the two factors of 2% and 1/20

could be related to G by the ansatz that the

hadron piece of the weak current in Eq. (51) is

given by

G S G » [1.4354 ± 0.0004] x io"49 erg cm

~ 1.026 x 10~5/m 2
(53)

j p
H = sin 9 [JU

H(AS = 1)] + cos 0 [Ju"(AS = 0)]
(57)

8 = 0.2 radians . (58)

That is most of the current-current theory of

weak interactions. Eq. (53) is the coupling constant

which takes the place of (- e), (+ e), and the

propagator. The two currents are listed in Eq. (51),

so the matrix element is given by

m (54)

Eq. (54) in principle describes all weak processes

like M •* e V v^ and ep •• vn of Fig. 11, or the

ordinary neutron beta decay obtained by turning Fig.

11's legs around.

There is just one more change. The change is

due to the fact that in addition to those decays

which do not change the quantum number strangeness,

like the decays

The Cabibbo hypothesis is theoretically very

pleasing, because it allows a clear interpretation

of the idea of there being an SU(3) "conserved

vector current" (CVC). To understand the meaning of

this "CVC", let's go back to alectromagnetism again.

When all else fails, go back to something you know!

In electromagnetism, if one assumes that the

absolute values of the bare charge of the electron

and the bare charge of the proton are equal:

(59)

and one further accepts the statement that the di-

vergence of the electromagnetic current is zero:

V* = (60)

n •• p + e + V

+ 0 +
n •*• TT + e + v

A S - 0 (55)

(see Figs. 1 and 2), there are also weak decays

which change strangeness, like

K+ f •* a + e +

K
+ * „» + e

+ + v
A S - 1 (56)

Now early in the game it was observed that the hadron

decays that did not change strangeness, like those

in Eq. (55), had a coupling constant G., that was

about 2% lower than G , and that the strangeness

changing decays had a coupling constant that was

about 1/20 times G . The closeness of G.. to

G made people feel there had to be a connection,

then the above two Eqs. (59) and (60) imply that the

absolute values of the real physical charge of the

electron and the real physical charge of the proton

are equal:

|e(e)| e( P)| (61)

CVC is a similar statement for the weak charge.

If I believe that the bare weak charge of the muon

is equal to the bare weak charge of the hadrons;

G - GH (sin 9 + cos 8) (62)

and further I believe in CVC, i.e., that the di-

vergence of the free vector current is zero:

hh - ° - (63)

then thfi above two statements imply that the real

physical weak charges should be the same, so that

10



(64)

This last statement can be tested experimentally by

measuring cos 6 and sin 6 , ae we shall come to

briefly.

In any event, that, in a nutshell, is 30 years

of weak interaction theory. You Just have to think

In terms of electromagnetlsm and you've got it. So

you don't have to be too Impressed when somebody

starts yelling all the in words in front of you.

The above is essentially all there is to It.

Now, before I go on to the next sub-section,

there are going to be a couple of formulas In it.

Again, I ask you don't turn off before you give me

a chance to tell you what they mean. They mean

something simple.

b) TT {, v Decays and Universality

Universality is the statement that Just as we

believe that the QED interactions of electrons and

muons are the same, so we also believe that the weak

interactions of electrons and muons are the same.

There is a "oneness" or "universality" of the weak

interactions of all leptons, be they electron lep-

tons or muon leptons—again the only difference is

that muons have a larger mass.

The most exact test of this belief turns out

to be the decays ir~ •* Jt~v .

matrix element for TT -»• (j v

Let's look at the

m - — G <0|A °(O)|ir(p)>
Jl K

* I 5[ •

The piece on the right,

(65)

\l/2 _
l u v(k)

+ Ys)v(k) (66)

describes the muon and the neutrino. Forget about

that for a second. The bra-ket in Eq. (65) shows

the pion decaying into nothing, so here is that good

old PCAC of Eq. (4) again, relating the pion field

to the axial vector current. Well, I'm missing a

derivative of the axial vector current in Eq. (65),

so that gives us a momenta, and in particular

But note that Just by energy-momentum conservation

and the Dlrac equation

v(k) (68)

so that f> is proportional to the mass of the lep-

ton. Therefore, when I calculate the decay rate,

by squaring to and integrating over phase space

(the whole rigamarole), the decay rate will be pro-

portional to the w^'B of the lepton squared times e

phase space factor. In particulars

(69)
\ IT V)

Universality says that if the muon la like the

electron (no hanky-panky it really Is), then I can

obtain the formula for r(ir •+ e v) by Just chang-

(69) and hopefully I will

. Universality predicts

2 - a

(70)

ing m to me in Eq.

find that f (u) - y e

R = y>
f>>

>>
[1.278 x 10"4] (71)

Actually, there are some radiative corrections,

largely for TT+ •*• 4 +VY • But these corrections are

wll known theoretically and I can correct for them.

When that is done the predicted ratio turns out to

be

2

[1.228 x 10"4] . (72)Rrad

Eq. (72) should really be true if the muon la

like the electron In its coupling to the pion. Now

there has been a lot of theoretically fuzzy stuff

I've talked about before. This is not fuzzy. This

is clean. This is very clean theoretically.

The current experimental value for R, which

goes back to 1964, is

expt

or
°-0 2 8 1

[1.007 ± 0.014]

(73)

(74)

(0|Ax
0(O)|ir(p) > (67) This result is almost a 3% experiment. Perhaps at

LAHPF this could be reduced to 1/2%. In other

11



words, perhaps you could show that f (p) = f (e)

to half a percent.

Now why have I been emphasizing tests of the

QED and weak universality of electrons and muons as

leptons? To answer that let me show a little card

I have stolen from the blackboard of Dick Silbar.

I'd like to put it up on the screen, it's my Fig.

12.

That's why.' If I had one type of lepton, fine!

If I had 27 types, also fine. But why two? I

think that is very important and I think nature is

trying to say something. But we're all just too

stupid to figure it out. All experiments which test

the similarity of muons to electrons may help us in

obtaining a solution to this puzzle.

c) TT •» IT e v Decays, CVC, and the Cabibbo

Angle

In Section IV-a we explained the conserved vec-

tor current (CVC) and its connection to the Cabibbo

angle; i.e., Eqs. (57), (58), and (64). We pointed

out that the way to test this hypothesis is to mea-

sure the decay constants of various processes to see

if they yield the identical value for the Cabibbo

angle. In Table II we have listed various results,

which we shall discuss.

27
then one gets the result, listed in Table II,

Process

1) p •* evvu

2) K + Ttev (KC)

3) O + -• 0 +

TABLE II

Decay Constant

"p
[1.4354 ± 0.0004]

x 10" 4 9 erg cm3

G sin f0.235 ± 0.019]

G cos [0.188 ± 0.007]

G cos [0.174 ± 0.007]

4) K •>• Trev (DKP) G sin [0.192 ± 0.016]

5) l+ •* Ae+v G cos [ ? ]

6) f ne V

7) TI+ -* n°e+v

sin [

cos [

Process (1) is muon decay, which of course is

the coupling constant we shall compare to; it be-

ing i>e universal weak coupling constant. Process

(2) 1B K , decay, so it should measure sin 6. If

one analyzes the data using the standard assumption

that mesons obey the Klein-Gordon spin-0 wave

equation

(D + p2) <(. = 0 , (75)

e [Ke3 - KG] 0.235 ± 0.019 (76)

Process (3) is nuclear beta decay. For a long

time these difficult measurements of cos 6 sort of

agreed with Eq. (76), but recently it hit the fan.

Blin-Stoyle and Freeman did an analysis of

2 6Al m - 26Mg e+v , and got28

0.188 ± 0.007. (77)

Their experiment, extended to other nuclei, has just
29

been repeated by Hardy et^ aX^. They got even lower:

0 ] = 0.174 ± 0.007 (78)

Now remember, the Cabibbo angle obtained from

all these processes has to be the same angle, or

else the whole thing comes crumbling down.

To pound my own drum for half a minute, we hap-

pen to believe the discrepancy can be explained (we

being Ephraim Fischbach, C. Keith Scott, myself, and

co-workers). We propose * that instead of obey-

ing the Klein-Gordon equation, mesons obey the first

order spin-0 equation of Duffin, Kemmer, and Fetiau:

(9-6 + V) = 0

Wu

(79)

(80)

which formally is similar to the Dirac equation.

If one accepts this and reanalyzes the K , data,
e J

the value one obtains for the Cabibbo angle from
27

process (4) is

6 [Ke3 - DKP] = 0.192 ± 0.016 (81)

That is my own game, we say there is no dis-

crepancy. But if you believe standard KG dogma,

right now there looks like there is. How do you

settle it? You measure the Cabibbo angle another

way.

One possibility is to analyze all the leptonic

decays of baryons, like those in processes (5) and

(6). [Note that neutron decay is a special case.]

However, there are too many uncertainties involving

12



strong interaction effects which cannot be removed

as in mirror nuclei. I know, I've tried it. Per-

haps with the new data now available a further at-

tempt can be made with this idea, but for now about

all you can say from these processes is that the

Cabibbo angle is ~ 0.2.

So what's left? How about T+ •* Tr°e
+v[process

(7)], which measures cos 8? If the Cabibbo angle

is that given in Eq. (76), then the theoretically

clean prediction for the TT „ branching ratio B

(including radiative corrections) is

< \T|v 10'-3 (85)

This statement is one of either opposite helicity or

particle-anti-particle. Further, we know the elec-

tron neutrino is left-handed to about 5-10%. Simi-

lar, although not quite as precise, statements can

be made about the muon neutrinos.

Finally, the evidence that electron neutrinos

and muon neutrinos are distinct to within 10% comes

from the second reaction in Eq. (86) not being

observed:

Bth[6 - 0.235] • 0.99
 x 10"8 (82)

However, if the nuclear beta decay (and DKP K , de-

cay) value is correct, then the prediction for B

is27

Bth 1 6 0.188] = 1.01 * 10"

The currently accepted value is

expt
[1.02 ± 0.07] x 10',-8

(83)

(84)

To distinguish between the two values in Eqs.

(82) and (83) you need better than a two percent

experiment, an improvement over Eq. (84) approaching

an order of magnitude. There is a proposal accepted

where they claim they're gonna do it to 2%. The-

claim maybe they can do it to 1% (arm if God smiles

on them maybe they could even do it to a number ap-

proaching 1/2 %).

d) Lepton Conservation and Neutral Currents

My time is getting on, so let me go through

this quickly and refer you elsewhere for a more
32

general discussion. What we are talking about

now is lepton conservation vis a_ vis neutrinos.

To rapidly review our knowledge about neutrinos,

we know from laboratory experiments that the mass of

the electron neutrino is less than 60 eV and the

mass of the muon neutrino is less than 1.5 MeV.

(They both are conservatively less than about 200 eV
33

if you believe certain cosmological arguments. )
130

From double beta decay experiments of Te and
82

Se we know that the electron neutrino is orthog-

onal to the electron anti-neutrino to a part in a

thousand:

(86)

n /+ p + e

All of the above information is usually sum-

marized in the statement that there are two separate

additive (additive like strangeness) conservation

laws for electron and muon leptons. The two sets of

quantum numbers are

+1 for u~, v

-1 for u+, vu

+1 for e~, v

, + —
-1 for e , v

(87)

(88)

However, it has been observed that to within

the present accuracy, the above data can also be ex-

plained by other conservation law schemes. The

most commonly proposed alternative is the multipli-

cative lepton number conservation law. (Here one

multiplies the values of all the particles in the

system, like for parity.) The scheme yields

M *\

(+1

for u , if, v, , v
w v . (89)

for all other particles

How can we test between the two conservation

laws? Let me quickly mention two ways.

The first would be by looking for muonium going

to anti-muonium:

V e" (90)

This is not allowed by the addicive laws of Eqs.

(87) - (88), but it is allowed by the multiplicative

13



scheme of Eq. (89). Clearly a search for this pro-

cess could be done at LAMPF.

Another test is based on the observation that

although only the U decay process

+ v + v (91)

Cabibbo current-current theory is correct. However,

if in addition to the charged Cabibbo currents there

are neutral currents (Figs. 13b and 13c), then I can

also scatter v 's and v 's off of electrons:

(96)

is allowed by the additive conservation laws, the

multiplicative law also allows

e + v + v (92)

Therefore, if we scattered p decay products off of

of Cl, we could search for the two-step reaction

e +

(93)

37C1 * e" + 37Ar .

The additive laws, which only allow the initial

decay Eq. (91), would forbid the second step of Eq.

(93). However, the multiplicative law allows both

initial decays in Eqs. (91) and (92). Therefore

the products of the first step in Eq. (93) would al-

low the final step in Eq. (93) to go with a cross

section smaller than the prediction from a standard

V-A theory calculation.

There is another question, related to lepton

conservation, which involves neutral currents.

There have beeu all sorts of big discussions about

them recently, specifically concerning implications

for neutrino scattering.

We'll get lots of TT 'S here. If we get lots of

IT 's we'll get lots of V 's, and therefore plenty

of ^u'
s' Vu' s > anc^ ordinary neutrinos from the

reactions

u
u + V (94)

Take the three neutrinos in Eq. (94) and shoot

them into electrons. (We've got a lot of electrons

around, too.) With additive lepton conservation,

only

V + e

scattering (Fig. 13a) will go if the standard

(95)

(97)

Further, with neutral currents Eq. (95) will go with

a different value because of interference between

the charged current (j ) and the neutral current

(j °). This is summarized in Table III.

TABLE III

Ve -• ve V e •+ V e v e -* v e

Charged

Ou>
Cabibbo

Neutral

(j °)

added

current

theory

currents

GO

GO with

(j. +,j °)
interference

NO GO

GO

NO GO

GO

These experiments could be done (or at least

attempted) here, and would be quite important.

V. FEW COMMENTS ON POLARIZATION EXPERIMENTS

Let me finish with a few comments on polariza-

tion experiments.
34

It has been observed that there is a large

asymmetry in the photoproducnion of TT mesons off

of a target of polarized protons:

+
Yp "*• " n (98)

A proposed experiment here would use a secondary

beam of polarized protons and see if there is a

similar asymmetry in the production of TT 'S via

PP
+

7i np (99)

The interest Is due to the existence of the asym-

metry in the process given in Eq. (98).

Another proposal, which has just come In a

preliminary form, wants to use (if we ever get it)

a real honest-to-Cod (Cockcroft-Walton, the whole



thing) primary beam of polarized protons. These

polarized protons would be scattered off of protons,

deuterons, and nuclei. This would allow an investi-

gation of parity violation in nuclear forces since

the helicity dependence in the parity violating

parts of nuclear forces allows you to split them

out.

The reason for the interest is that the people

who study nuclear forces are coming to the conclu-

sion that parity violation in nuclei is about 20

times too large, and they don't understand it.

This would be an ideal way to study the problem.

VI. CONCLUSION

That is what I have to say, so let me reempha-

size a point. I think this machine could really

perform a number of very important experiments; ex-

periments that would be of interest to physicists

when they put on their "particle physics hat" as

well as when they put on their "nuclear physics

hat." If a reasonable number of these experiments

could be done, it would be very exciting.
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DISCUSSION

McFarlane, Temple—I'd just like to comment on

the pion beta decay measurement. I think what we

have said is that we would plan to do a 2% measure-

ment, the first time around. We hope that we would

learn enough in that first experiment to tell wheth-

er or not a more precise experiment is possible. I

also just comment that I think you're a little bit

more optimistic than many another person about the

radiative corrections. There is some doubt of order

one or two percent in pion beta decay as to what are

the correct radiative corrections. So, an experi-

ment to, you know, a half a percent, if ft were

possible, which we don't know yet, might not settle

the question.

Nieto—The statement of the radiative correc-

tions in something like this. There is a divergence

problem, you have to use a cutoff. If you use stan-

dard calculational techniques and a cutoff of about

1 GeV, or something like that, then you'll get a
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1.2% radiative correction (the same for both KG and

DKP). If you go up to 10's of GeV, that changes to

about 2%. The success of radiative corrections

elsewhere, without having to go to a large cutoff,

makes me feel that the uncertainty can, I think, be

eliminated to within a fraction of a percent. How,

the point is that obviously I wont that experiment

done. This is my bag. If it wears a 17. experiment,

really a 1% experiment, I think with luck you could

pick it out. Again, I'll be honest. Obvloucly,

I'm pounding your drum 'cause I want you to pound

mine.

McFarlane—We'd like to do a IX experiment if

we could.

Nieto—OK, fair enough. I h.opo you do, I

really hope you do.

Fenyvea. University of Texas at Dallas—Could

you comment on electron-neutrino scattering?

Nieto--'£n what way?

Fenyves—Your way.

Nleto—Pardon? Hell, I think it can be done,

and I think it is an important question right now.

I think it is important from purely a fundamental

point of view. However, certainly it's also im-

portant if you have any sense of bandwagon physics

(although there is too much of that around). You

see, there is a lot of current interest in

Weinberg'e proponed alternate theory of -'-ec.von

and neutrino inter action B. LAMPF could help settle

same of those qunstlone from the different types of

neutrinos scattering or not scattering and by how

much. So, from that point of view I guess it is

important, too. I'd like to see it done.

Fenyves—We too.

Heller, LASL—One comment to the last question.

In Weinberg'si theory the elastic scattering of mu-

ntiutrlnos sad mu-antlneutrinos off of electrons is

vesry small, and probably could not be detected at

LAKPF, at leant probably not for a long time. But

with r.hfc electron neutrino one has a distinctly dif-

ferent scattering cross section.

?enyvcB—If you are maasuring the complete

kinematics, namely the kinematics of the neutrino,

electron, and the 'Steinberg alpha parameter, I can

show you that for the alpha parametsr being in a

certain region there is some hope. Obviously there

is a small chance that alpha will be just in this

region, «o that you are right that there is a larger

probability ihat alpha will be outside of the rela-

gively small region where you could measure things

at the present at LAMPF. But if you are very lucky,

you can't exclude it.

•

K'
Fig. 1. SU(3) meson octet.

a'
Fig. 2. SU(3) baryon octet.
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Fig. 3. Tip elastic scattering kinematics. Fig. 4. Feynman diagram for e e + n n
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Fig. 5. Pion form factor data from Frascati. Fig. 6. Pion form factor data from Orsay.
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Fig. 7. Feynraan diagrams for pion electroproduction.
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The world's dan on tht pion charge form factor as
measured in TT n tlictfoproduetion. Tht error bars on
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denotai the simplest VDM form for 1= ff, that n
mp/<Q3 4 m j l ; F j w rs the nuclton Oirac tsovactor
form factor; Q | is the proton charge form factor.

Fig. 8. Low energy pion form factor data.
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Fig. 9. Feynman diagram containing the pion form
factor in ir"p •+ e~e+n.

Fig. 10. Feynman diagram for ep scattering.
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Fig. 11. Current-current ep ->• vn weak scattering. Fig. 12. Why muon physics is important (stolen
from Dick Silbar).
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Fig. 13. Feynman diagrams for possible neutrino-electron scattering processes.


